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Time-resolved spectroscopy of strained GaN ÕAlN Õ6H–SiC heterostructures
grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
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Temperature-dependent time-resolved photoluminescence measurements were performed on GaN
film/AlN buffer/6H–SiC substrate heterostructures grown by metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition. The overlying GaN layers were under tension, as estimated from the freeA exciton
(FEA) position. The recombination lifetimes were determined for the FEA and for the
neutral-donor-bound exciton (D0X). We observed that the recombination lifetime for the FEA has
the same value of 40–50 ps in all the layers, whereas the recombination time for theD0X varies for
different samples. We observed that the recombination lifetimes forD0X have a clear dependence
on the position of FEA, i.e., the recombination lifetime increases with decreasing strain in the layers.
We discuss the results in term of the hole states involved in the donor-bound exciton recombination.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350421#
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GaN and related alloys are presently the most attrac
materials for fabrication of optoelectronic devices in the
traviolet and blue energy region.1,2 Due to the lack of suit-
able nitride substrate material, heteroepitaxial growth on s
phire or 6H–SiC substrates with AlN or AlGaN buffer laye
is common practice. The large lattice and thermal m
matches between GaN and these materials results in res
strain in the heterostructures that can be the source of se
problems~e.g., cracking and control over quantum well ou
put! influencing the device quality. It also potentially affec
device performance in ways that are not yet fully articulat
For instance, for device physics the carrier~or exciton! life-
time ~t! is a parameter of great importance; however it is s
unclear how strain affects carrier lifetimes.

In order to investigate this issue, we performed tim
resolved photoluminescence~PL! spectroscopy on straine
wurtzite GaN epilayers of different thickness and cor
spondingly different strain states. We observed that the
recombination time for the neutral donor-bound excit
(D0X) varied depending on the samples and the value of
residual strain in the layers, whereas the recombination t
for the freeA exciton (FEA) was practically the same in a
of the samples investigated. We advance a preliminary
planation of these phenomena in terms of the hole st
involved in the neutral donor-bound exciton recombinatio

A set of GaN layers of comparable quality were grow
with AlN buffer layers ~1000 Å thick at 1000 °C! on 6H–
SiC substrates by metalorganic chemical vapor deposi
~MOCVD!. All samples were undoped and grown with th
same III–V flux ratio; the GaN layer thickness varied fro
0.5 to 4.0mm. Optical excitation was performed with a fem
tosecond pulse frequency-tripled beam of an Al2O3:Ti mode-
locked laser (lex5266 nm!. Photoluminescence~PL! was

a!Electronic mail: galia@ifm.liu.se
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detected by using a GaAs photomultiplier tube. The tim
resolved measurements were performed using a syncro
streak-camera system with a time resolution of about 20

The low temperature~2 K! PL spectra for the investi-
gated GaN epilayers are shown in Fig. 1~a! by the solid lines;
corresponding FEA ~open circles! and D0X ~open squares!
energy positions are plotted versus in-plane residual stres
Fig. 1~b!. The thickness of each GaN epilayer is indicated
Fig. 1~a!. For comparison, we also show the PL spectru
taken for an 80-mm-thick GaN layer@dashed line in Fig.
1~a!; solid square and circle in Fig. 1~b!# grown by hydride
vapor-phase epitaxy~HVPE! on sapphire,3 since material
grown on sapphire is typically under compressive stress4,5

while material grown on SiC is typically under tension.5,6

We see in Fig. 1~a! that all spectra are dominated by FEA and
by D0X, where the assignment of features was done in
cordance with previous studies.3,7 It is clear in Fig. 1~a! that
the energy of FEA and, consequently, the energy ofD0X
varies with each sample.

To interpret these data, we apply conventional elas
theory for the case of GaN films, after Edwardset al.6 Ne-
glecting anisotropic relaxation, we can determine the re
tionship between the in-plane stresssxx5syy5s11 and the
in-plane (exx5eyy5e115e22) and out-of-plane (ezz5e33)
strains from the known elastic constants of GaN.8 After
Nye,9 we have$C%21[$S% ande i j 5Si jkl skl . Assuming that
s115s22 and that all remainings i j 50 we find

e115@C111C1222~C13
2 /C33!#

21s11

5~4.18310212 Pa21!s11, ~1a!

e335~24.93310212 Pa21!s11. ~1b!

The hydrostatic, and therefore the in-plane strain, can be
tained within an additive constantEA0 from the measured
gap energyEA and the deformation potentiala according to
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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the empirical expressionEA5EA01aeH , whereeH5DV/V
5e111e221e33, EA053.4764 eV,10 and a'210 eV. The
data in Fig. 1~a! can then be expressed as shown in Fig. 1~b!,
where, in accordance with conventional wisdom, we see
the GaN layers grown on 6H–SiC are under tension w
stress values varying from 1 to 3 kbar. The thick HVP
sample, as expected, is under in-plane compression with
FEA energy at 3.4818 eV.

Results of time-resolved PL for GaN layers of differe
thickness are shown in Fig. 2. The PL decay curves w
measured (T52 K! at the peak position of FEA and at the
peak position ofD0X and are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
respectively. We see in Fig. 2~a! that the PL decays for FEA
all show similar behavior, with near exponential kinetics a
recombination times aboutt540–50 ps under the lower ex
citation density of 100 mW/cm2 @solid lines in Fig. 2~a!#.
Under the higher excitation density of 2500 mW/cm2

@dashed line in Fig. 2~a!# the recombination time for FEA
increases by 25%, which indicates a significant effect of n
radiative recombination channels. On the other hand, the
combination time forD0X is practically independent of th
excitation conditions. The difference between the values
the recombination time is less than 5% under high and
excitation density, respectively. The excitation power infl
ences mainly the tail part of the PL decay curves, as sho
in Fig. 2~b! by the solid and the dashed lines for the exci

FIG. 1. ~a! PL spectra measured at temperatureT52 K for GaN layers
grown by MOCVD on 6H–SiC substrates~solid lines!. The layer thickness
is indicated for each spectrum. The PL spectrum taken for an 80-mm-thick
GaN layer grown by HVPE on sapphire substrate is shown by the da
line. ~b! The positions of the free A exciton~squares! and of the donor-
bound exciton~circles! obtained from PL spectra are plotted vs the es
mated in-plane stresses.
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tion density of 2500 and 100 mW/cm2, respectively. The PL
of D0X demonstrates a typical near-exponential dec
mechanism and we have found that the recombination tim
for D0X have different values for different layers. The P
lifetime was evaluated for both FEA and D0X supposing a
single-exponential decayI (t)5I 0e2t/t. An example of the
fitting with t540 ps is shown in Fig. 2~a! by open circles for
the PL decay curve measured for the 1.9-mm-thick GaN
layer. Taking into account the system resolution we estim
that the error of such extraction is less than 15%.

The PL lifetimet includes both radiative lifetimet r and
nonradiative lifetimetnr (1/t51/t r11/tnr). At low tempera-
ture nonradiative processes usually limit the recombinat
lifetime for free excitons. However, for donor-bound exc
tons we can estimate the radiative lifetime by extrapolat
of t to T50 assuming thatt r is temperature independent an
that the nonradiative recombination rate is thermally a
vated according to an exponential law as described in Re
In Fig. 3~a! the temperature dependencies of the recomb
tion lifetimes forD0X and for FEA are shown by circles and
by open squares, respectively. One can conclude that
recombination lifetimest for the D0X measured at 2 K cor-
respond rather well to the radiative lifetimest r .

In Fig. 3~b! the recombination lifetimes for FEA
~squares! and forD0X ~circles! measured for each GaN laye
are plotted versus the photon energy of FEA . The data are
shown for the low temperatureT52 K. The upper axis is
calibrated in terms of the in-plane stresssxx . We have ob-
served an interesting fact; namely, that the PL decay tim
for D0X increases with increasing FEA ~i.e., with decreasing

ed

FIG. 2. ~a! PL decay curves measured at 2 K for FEA . The solid lines
correspond to the data taken at the low excitation density of 100 mW/c2.
The PL decay curve measured at the high excitation density of 2
mW/cm2 is shown by the dashed line. Open circles are the sing
exponential fitting with PL decay timet540 ps.~b! The PL decay curves
measured at 2 K forD0X at the excitation density of 2500 mW/cm2 ~solid
lines!. The PL decay curve taken at 100 mW/cm2 is shown by the dashed
line. Curves are shifted in vertical direction for clarity. The sample thickn
is indicated for each plot.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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strain! for the layers under tension. For comparison we a
plot ~filled symbols! the recombination times of FEA and of
D0X ~from Ref. 3! for the HVPE grown GaN layer. From
Fig. 3~b! it is clearly seen thatD0X recombination times vary
rather significantly from;60 ps in the most strained layer u
to ;110 ps in the less strained layer. On the other hand
have not observed any difference for the recombination l
time of FEA in these samples.

We assume thatD0X has the same character in all me
sured structures since all of the samples were grown un
similar conditions. Indeed, the material quality of th
samples is comparable, as determined by complemen
x-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscope, atomic fo
microscope, and PL measurements11 and by the values of the
recombination lifetime for FEA . Thus it is reasonable to as
sume that the observed dependence of the recombina
lifetime for D0X on the position of FEA is related to strain
effects on the valence band states. Indeed, the radiative
time of D0X is correlated with overlapping of the wave fun
tions of the electron and hole.12 Furthermore, we know tha

FIG. 3. ~a! Recombination lifetimes are shown as a function of tempera
for FEA ~squares! and for D0X ~circles!. ~b! The recombination lifetimes
measured atT52 K for FEA ~squares! and forD0X ~circles! are plotted vs
the low-temperature (T52 K! energies of FEA . The upper axis correspond
to in-plane stress calculated for the GaN layers. The filled signs show
recombination lifetimes for FEA and forD0X in the HVPE grown GaN layer
on sapphire substrate. The dashed lines are a guide for eye.
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the neutral bound exciton interaction involves an interact
between an outer hole with a two-electron state.13 This inter-
action could be directly related to the hole states involv
(G7 or G9). Since the valence bands are rather close at thG
point the hole wave function should have a mixed charac
Thus, since we know that the band structure in GaN chan
significantly with strain,6,14 it is plausible that we indirectly
observe this change through the radiative lifetime forD0X.
With increasing tensional strain the energy splitting betwe
the valence bandsA and B decreases at our strain values14

This means a reduction in the radiative lifetime due to
increasedB character of the hole wave function, which
turn leads to a somewhat more extended mixed hole w
function, and an increased electron-hole overlap ma
element.12 This explanation is consistent with our expe
mental data.

In conclusion, we have studied a series of strain
wurtzite GaN epilayers of different thickness up to 4mm.
The structures were grown by MOCVD on 6H–SiC su
strates with AlN buffer layers. From the energies of the fr
A exciton we have determined that the layers were un
tension. The recombination lifetimes were measured for FA

and forD0X. We have found that the recombination lifetim
for FEA has the same value 40–50 ps in all the laye
whereas the recombination time forD0X varies for different
samples from 60 up to 110 ps. The recombination lifetim
for D0X are dependent on the position of FEA , i.e., the re-
combination lifetime increases with decreasing tensile stra
in the layers.
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